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Decentralized Control of a Class of 
Large-Scale Systems by 
Uncertainty Estimator 
A new decentralized controller is proposed for a group of subsystems subject to 
unknown interconnections and external disturbances. Under the assumption that 
the interconnections and disturbances satisfy a certain structural condition, the new 
controller suppresses the disturbances and intercoupling effects completely, making 
the overall system behave as a decoupled system. In this new control design, each 
local controller uses an uncertainty estimator proposed by Chen (1990) for esti
mation of the interconnections and disturbances, and then cancels these undesirable 
inputs directly. The major advantages of the proposed controller are that the in
terconnections need not satisfy the so-called "conical" condition, and there is no 
need for a priori information on the magnitudes of interconnections and disturb-

1 Introduction 
In controlling a large-scale system, we often use decentral

ized controllers due to the infeasibility of communication be
tween subsystems or to avoid the complexity of centralized 
controllers. Traditional fixed-gain decentralized controllers 
proposed by Siljak (1978) can perform adequately in the pres
ence of small interconnections between subsystems. However, 
when the size of interconnections is large, performance as well 
as stability can be destroyed. Later study shows that a partic
ular class of large-scale systems, whose interconnections satisfy 
a certain structural condition, can always be decentralizedly 
stabilized even for large interconnections in the case of linear 
state interconnections by Sezer and Siljak (1981) and conical 
output interconnections by Huseyin et al. (1982). The under
lying approach used by them is to synthesize each local con
troller to make the loop gains of the interconnected systems 
small so that stability can be retained in the presence of in
terconnections. Hence, the larger the interconnections are, the 
smaller the loop gains should be. A drawback of such a design 
approach is that small loop gains make system performance 
susceptible to external disturbances and system parameter var
iations. To remedy the situation, Gavel and Sijak (1989) suggest 
the use of decentralized adaptive control [4] to account for 
possible parameter variations. The proposed adaptive scheme 
can stabilize the overall system regardless of the size of inter
connections when there is no external disturbance. Another 
approach suggested by Youcef-Toumi and Fuhlbrigge (1989) 
is to apply the concept of Time Delay Control. With this 
approach, the unknown interconnections and disturbances are 
directly estimated through time delay, and the control actions 
are modified based on the estimation results. No explicit con-
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straints are imposed on the type of interconnections; however, 
the interconnections and disturbances are assumed to be slowly 
time-varying, and evaluation of the time derivative of the sys
tem state is required in the estimation process. 

In this paper we adopt an approach similar to the Time 
Delay Control. However, in the estimation of system inter
connections and external disturbances, we use the uncertainty 
estimator proposed by Chen and Tomizuka (1989) and Chen 
(1990). As a result, we need not assume that the interconnec
tions and disturbances are slowly time-varying. Our new con
troller differs from previously developed decentralized 
controllers in three aspects: (1) the proposed controller com
pletely suppresses the effects of external disturbances, (2) the 
interconnections need not be "conical" as required by previous 
authors; in other words, the magnitude of the interconnections 
need not be bounded by the norm of the overall system state, 
(3) the magnitudes of interconnections and disturbances need 
not be known a priori. We mention that although we consider 
only the regulation problem, a decentralized tracking controller 
can be easily constructed through a slight modification of the 
regulation controller presented in this paper. 

In the sequel, a matrix is said to be stable if all of its ei
genvalues are in the open left-half plane. \p and \p denote, 
respectively, the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of a ma
trix P. N stands for the set (1,2 N], where N>0 is an 
integer, and Br is the set [xeR": llxll </•). 

2 Problem Formulation 
Consider a system S, which is composed of N subsystems 

Sh /eN. Each subsystem is described by 
Sr. Xj = Aixi + BiUj + PiWi+Qidi (1) 

where x êR"' and U;€R are the state and input of Sh dfiR1'' is 
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an external disturbance, and vf,eR'"' is the unknown intercon
nections between S,- and other subsystems, which is of the form 

wi=fi(xl,x2 xN) (2) 

The overall system is then described by 

S: x=Ax + Bu + Pw + Qd (3) 

where 

A = di&g{AuA2,...,AN\ 

B = diag{BitB2,...,BN} 

P=diag{P 1 ,P 2 , . . . ,P N ] 

Q = dmg{Ql,Q2,...,QN} 
x=(x{,x2,...,xJ,)T, u=(Ui,u2,...,ul/)T, w=(w{,w2,...,wJj)T 

and d= (d{,dl...,dT
N)T-

The objective is to develop a decentralized controller for 
each subsystem S,, which achieves regulation of the system 
state xt in the presence of the external disturbance d, and the 
unknown interconnection vt>,. We make the following assump
tions on every subsystem: 

(Al) A, is a stable matrix. (If ^4, is not a stable matrix, we 
can always use state feedback control to stabilize the uninter-
connected system by assuming the controllability of (AhB,).) 

(A2) There exist p/iRlxm' and g,iRlx"> such that 

Pj = BiPi and Q, = 5,tf, 

(A3) The external disturbance d, satisfies 

\di(t)\<Dio and /d,(t)/<Dn for all ^>0 
(A4) The interconnection fi (x) in Eq. (2) is such that for 

any r0>0, there exists a finite time T(r0)>0 so that given any 
disturbances specified in (A3), if x(G) = x0£Br0, the solution 
of the open-loop system x(t) can grow at most exponentially 
with exponent f > 0 for all t£[0,T]. Hence, 

if x0eBr0*x(t)ZBrCBrp Vt€[0,T] 

where r = r0e
iT, rp = (Xp/\p)

W2r + K with K a small positive num
ber, and P is the solution of the Lyapunov Equation 

ATP+PA=-I (4) 

with the matrix A as given in Eq. (3). In particular, we assume 
that/) and its first derivative are continuous; hence, we have 
the following upper bounds: 

Vfl<Lrn Vx£Br 

\\dfi/dx\\<Mrp Vx£Br 

(5a) 

(.5b) 

Combining the structural condition (A2) with Eq. (1), we 
can rewrite the subsystem dynamics as 

Sj\ xi = Aixi + Bi(ui + ei) (6) 

where ej=piwi + qidj is an equivalent uncertainty viewed from 
the input channel. Similarly, Eq. (3) is rewritten as 

S: x=Ax + B(u + e) (7) 

where e = (ef, el..., eJ,)T. 
Using Assumptions (A1)-(A4) and Eq. (7) with u = 0, we 

show in Appendix A that if x0€Br0, the equivalent uncertainty 
e,, for all izN, satisfies 

le ;l<r,,,le,l+7),0, Vxefl, (8) 

for some positive constants rj,i and TJ,0. Eq. (8) implies that if 
x0€Br0 and there is no control (w, = 0), the equivalent uncer
tainty e,- can grow at most exponentially with exponent y\n 

before x exits the ball Br . 
p 

3 Uncertainty Estimator 
We now follow the procedure developed by Chen (1990) to 

set up an uncertainty estimator for on-line estimation of the 

equivalent uncertainty ef in Eq. (6). For each subsystem S„ 
define an output 

yi=Cixi with C,5,= l (9) 

Taking the time derivative of y-, yields 

yi=CiAixi + ui + ei (10) 

Before estimating e-„ we need first obtain an upper bound 
of its magnitude. Construct the following uncertainty-bound 
estimator based oft Eq. (10): 

zn = CiAixi+ui+ (p,—X0)/Xi (11a) 

Za = QAixi+ui- (p,-X0) /X, (lib) 

where Xi and X0 are two positive constants with Xi > 1, and p,-, 
which is an estimate of a magnitude upper bound of e„ is 
governed by 

Pi="/(/tiPi + Mo). P/(0)sX0 (lie) 

1 e / 1e,2>0 
0 otherwise (lid) 

with en=yi-Zn, ea=yi — Zn> a n d M-I and /x0 two positive con
stants. 

Lemma 1: If the uncertainty-bound estimator (11) is ap
plied to the free system (1) (M, = 0 for all i$N) subject to As
sumptions (A1)-(A4), given any T0>0, there exist sufficiently 
large fxx and fi0 in Eq. (lie) such that 

pKO&Xile^ + XoSXjeKOI+Xo for all r>T 0 

where I e,-1, = sup I e, (T) I. 
7-0<rsr 

Proof: See Appendix B. 

Remark: To avoid z-,i and Za blowing up to infinity, we 
can reset them to zero when their magnitudes exceed a certain 
prescribed bound. This reset action will not affect the result 
of Lemma 1. 

Finally, we construct the following uncertainty estimator: 

Xi=CiAiXj+ui+Vj (12a) 

Vj=<jSi + p,g(Sj) (126) 

Si=yi-Xi (12c) 
where a is an arbitrary positive constant, p, is given by the 
uncertainty-bound estimator (11), g(«)€C' can be any mon-
otonically increasing odd function ranging from - 1 to + 1 . 
The variable vt in Eq. (126) then becomes an estimate of the 
uncertainty e, in Eq. (10). This result is shown in Lemma 2. 

Lemma 2: If the uncertainty estimator (12) is applied to 
the free system (1) (u, = 0 for all i€N) subject to Assumptions 
(A1)-(A4), we obtain the following results: 

(I) There exists a finite time Tx (> T0, where T0 is as given 
in Lemma 1) such that 

s,(t)zMn, v / > 7 , 

where Mn= fs;: \st\ <rix, rn=g~l(l/\1+yi), Y I > 0 is an ar
bitrarily small number satisfying -y] < 1 — 1/Xj} 

(II) There exists a finite time T2 (>TX) such that 

si(t)( = vi-ei)£Ml2, vt>T2 

where Mi2 = (s ,•: I i ,• I < ra, ri2 = n1— + max (—i—, - ^ - + 

r 2 ^ 1 ) +72 . i7 i= sup /g(si)/, 7T,-2= inf g'(si) and 7 2 >0 

is an arbitrarily small number) 
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(Ill) T\ - TQ and T2 — T\ can be made arbitrarily small if we 
use sufficiently large a in Eq. (126), and \ l t X0 in Eq. (11). 

Proof: See Appendix C. 

Remark: It is clear from the definition of M(1 that we can 
choose \i in Eq. (11) sufficiently large so that rn is arbitrarily 
small. Consequently, ra in Mi2 is also small if X! and Xo are 
large enough since Ttn/wa is in the order of rn. For example, 

HA. 
T/2 

rn(rn+8) 
when g(s) •• 

\s\+S 

Hence, Part II of Lemma 2 implies that given an arbitrarily 
small ri2 there always exist large enough a, Xi and X0 such that 
the estimation error le,—v,l becomes bounded by ri2. 

4 Decentralized Controller 
Having obtained an estimate of the equivalent uncertainty 

e„ the decentralized control law is given by 

w,= - c , for all t>T2 (13) 

where P, is given by the uncertainty estimator (12), and T2 is 
as given in Lemma 2. 

Theorem: Consider the system (1) subject to Assumptions 
(A1)-(A4). Given any initial condition x0€Br0, if the param
eters /iit no, X1; and X0 in the uncertainty-bound estimator (11) 
and a in the uncertainty estimator (12) are chosen sufficiently 
large so that T2<T, where T is as given in Assumption (4), 
and T2 as in Lemma 2, and the control law (13) is applied to 
the system (1), the overall system state x converges to a small 
neighborhood of the origin in the state space, and all the signals 
in the controller remain bounded. 

Proof: See Appendix D. 

Remark: The control law (13) stipulates that we know T2; 
that is, we know when the estimator (12) achieves estimation 
of e,. Unfortunately, we have only access to the signal e„ 
implying that we can determine only T\ instead of T2. However, 
since Lemma 2 says that we can choose X^ X0 in Eq. (11) and 
a in Eq. (126) sufficiently large so that T2 is very close to Tu 

in real implementation we can switch on the control law (13) 
at t=Tt. Actually, experience gained from simulation studies 
shows that T2 coincides almost with 7\ even for small values 
of X], X0, and a. 

Example: A four-dimensional system is simulated to verify 
the proposed decentralized control law. 

o i'. X i — X2 

x2= -24x\ - 10x2 + «i + M>! + dx 

S2: X} = X4 

*4 = - 6x3 - 4x4 + u2 + w2 + d2 

Wi = 2OX1X4, di = sin(0 

w2 = 5x2x-i, c?2 = 20 

where 

Figure 1 shows performance of the uncontrolled system, 
where the magnitudes of X\ and x3 grow in an almost linear 
manner. Actually, all the state variables explode to infinity at 
about 3.8 seconds. We apply the control law (13) with the 
following parameters 

X, = 10 X0 = 6.25 ff=l 

,ii = 10 /i0=10 g(s)=s/(/s/+l) 

In implementation of Eq. (l id), we use the approximation 

sign (e n ( t ))« sign (efl (0 - e„ (t - A)) 

__—-1 -" 
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Fig. 1 Open-loop state response of the interconnected system 
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Fig. 2 State response of the Decentralized System 

1 2 3 Time (second) 4 

Fig. 3 Uncertainty w, + d, and estimated uncertainty v. 

to determine the sign of e,i, where A = 0.01 second, and 
sign(ea(0) is determined similarly. The control law is switched 
on at t = 1 second although estimation of the uncertainties is 
achieved at about 0.7 second. The convergence of the system 
state to zero is verified by Fig. 2. Figures 3 and 4 show the 
estimates of uncertainties Wi + di and w2 + d2, respectively. 

5 Conclusions 
We apply the uncertainty estimator proposed by Chen (1990) 

to synthesize a decentralized controller for a group of sub
systems subject to unknown interconnections and external dis
turbances. The new controller estimates and cancels the 
unknown interconnections and the disturbances so that the 
overall system behaves as a decoupled system with no external 
disturbances. The advantages of the new controller are that 
the interconnections may be a nonlinear function of the system 
state (not necessarily satisfying the conical condition), and the 
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3 Time (second) 4 

Fig. 4 Uncertainty w2 + d2 and estimated uncertainty v, 

magnitudes of the interconnections and disturbances can be 
of any bounded unknown size. 

In this paper we proved the existence of large enough con
troller parameters which ensure the convergence of the system 
state; however, we did not explicitly show, given an initial 
condition, what the minimum values of these controller pa
rameters are. One possible solution to this problem is to devise 
an adaptive version of the uncertainty (-bound) estimator. 
Nevertheless, we mention that overly large parameters in the 
uncertainty (-bound) estimators will not deteriorate the system 
performance in our case since large parameters affect the un
certainty estimate only during the transient period of the es
timation process. Once the estimate has successfully tracked 
the uncertainty, the magnitudes of those parameters are no 
longer reflected in the estimation results. Since our control is 
not switched on until the uncertainty estimation is achieved, 
we do not need to worry about the system performance when 
using large parameters in the estimators. However, we have 
to mention that the above comment is true only when the 
measurement noise is negligible. When there is significant 
measurement noise, the problem of using large parameters in 
the proposed uncertainty estimator must be considered due to 
the weak robustness of the estimator to stochastic noise. How 
to make the estimator immune to the measurement noise is 
now under investigation. 
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A P P E N D I X A 
Derivation of Eq. (8): From the definition of et and As

sumptions (A3) and (A4), we obtain 

ie;l<ir,llw;ll + 0,llrf,ll 

<ir,Z,rp + 0,Ao = e; VxtBrp (A.l) 

where ir; = 11/7,11, 0,= ll<?,H, andZ,r , Di0 are as given, respectively, 
in Assumptions (A3) and (A4). 

Applying Lemma 3 in Narendra et al. (1985) to Eq. (7) with 
u = 0 yields 

lbt(OH^C/llell,+ C2, where C,,C2eR+ (A.2) 

Taking the norm of Eq. (7), and using (A.2), we obtain 

|]x(Oll=£C3llell, + C4 

where C3= IL4IICV+ II5II and C4=L4IIC2. We now take the 
derivative of w,: 

IIW,II< IId/i/foll llxll 

<MrpC3\\e\\, + MrpC4 VxtBrp 

Hence, 
le,l = \piwi + qidi\ 

<7r,IIW,ll+e,Ai 

< TTiMrpC3 Hell, + TTiMrpC4 + djDn VxeJ?rp 

Finally, noting that llell,< ]>]le,l„ a n c ' u s m S (A.l), we obtain 

leS-ls^ile/l+rjio VxtBrp 

where rjn = ir,M^C3 and TJ,0 = i r , - A f ^ ^ e , - + TriMrpCA + 0,Z>,i• 
j*i 

A P P E N D I X B 
Proof of Lemma 1: From Eq. (8), we know that e,(f) can 

grow at most exponentially. In fact, we have 

I e, (t) I < (I e,-(0) I + W r f " ' WBrp 

Subtracting Eqs. (1 la) and (lib) from Eq. (10), respectively, 
yields 

e ,i = - (Pi ~ A 0 ) A I + e,- and e ,-2 = (Pi - Xn)/Xi + e,-

6ne;2>0 implies that pi(t) <\ \e,(t) I +X0; thus, p,(f) grows 
exponentially with exponent ^ by the choice of v in Eq. (1 Id). 
If we choose /x,i>T7,i, given any initial conditions e,(0) and 
p,(0)>X0, there exists a finite time T0 such that 
Pi(f)>\i\ej(t)\+ X0 for all t > T0. Since p,- (t) is a monotonically 
increasing function of time, we have 

pi(t)>\l\ei\, + \(s for all t>T0. (B.l) 

where I e,-1, = sup I e, (T) I. 

A P P E N D I X C 

Proof of Lemma 2: Part (I) Define K, = l/2s •. Let T0 be 
as given in Lemma 1, then 

Vi =Sj( - aSi-pig(Si)+ei) W > T0. 

<-os?-pi\si\g(\si\)+ ls,l le(-1 

< - o s , 2 - (X,le,l +X0) \s,\ (g( \s,\) - le,l/(X,le,l +Xo)) 

< - a s , 2 - (XJc/l +Xo) \s,\ (g( \s,\)- 1/X,) 

< - ar,2 - (X, I e, I + Xo)r,i7! VSjtMn 

(C.l) 

where we have used the result of Lemma 1 in the second 
inequality. Since V\ (t) >0 , we conclude that s, must enter Mn 

within a finite period of time, say Tit and stays inside Mn 

thereafter. Furthermore, from Eq. (C.l) we know that Ti - T0 

can be made arbitrarily small if Xj, X0 and a are chosen suf
ficiently large. 
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Par t (II) Define V2 = l / 2 s ? . Then 

V2= i,-( -as-,- vinpjg(Sj) -vnog(si) -Pig' (Si)Sj+ e,) 

<-asj-Pisjg' (Sj) + I Si\nipi\g(Si) I 

+ li ,-l/i0lg(5;) I + I s,\ I e,l 

<-asj-piSJg'{Si)+ \Sj\mPi\g(Sj)\ 

+ li,-l/*0lg(5/)l + l i / l ( r ; i l e / l , + ijo) (CI) 

Since Sj(/)eM;i after t>Tu defining irn = sup \g(Sj) I and 
sfiMn 

TTJ2= inf g' (Sj), we obtain 

K 2 ^ -asj-pisjiri2+ li,ljtiP/ir/i + I J(-l/i0iTii 

/ , • i 7r,i 7̂i Ig,I, + 7?o + Mo^/A 
X I 15,1 - u , — : —- I 

\ ii"/2 Ti2Aile,-l, + i r a Ao/ 
< -as}- (XJe / l j + Xo) l5;lir / 2 

^ / , • | T,I / j J i _ I?Q MQTT,A \ 
X I \Si\-m— - m a x l — - , — - + -

< - a r , l - (Xi IeyI/ + X0)/-/2ir;272 vi,-)!Ma (C.2) 

where we have used the result of Lemma 1 again in the second 
inequality. From the last inequality we conclude that i, must 
enter M a within a finite period of t ime, say T2, and stays inside 
Ma thereafter. Fur thermore , from Eq. (C.2) we know that 
T2 - Tx can be made arbitrarily small if Xi, X0, and a are chosen 
sufficiently large. 

A P P E N D I X D 

Proof of the Theorem. We first make an observation that 
if Eq. (8) remains true for the same parameters 77,-1 and rji0 

before and after t= T2, we retain the results of Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 2 for all t> T2. These results then justify the Theorem. 
Hence, to prove the Theorem, all we need to show is that Eq. 
(8) remains true after t=T2. A careful examination of the 
derivation of Eq. (8) in Appendix A shows that in fact all we 
need to do is t o verify that under the condition lw, + e,l <r , 2 , 
x{t) remains in Br for all f> T2. 

If l«, + e,l <r,-2 for all /67V, then 

IIu + ell < YJ ' " ' + e<' - 2 / « - ( ° - l ) 

Since T2 < T, Assumption (A4) ensures that 

\\x(T2)\\<r. (D.2) 

Writing down the solution of Eq. (7), and using Eq. (D. 1), we 
have 

lljf(/)ll= e ' 4 ( ' " 7 2 ) x(r 2 )+f eM<~r)B(u + e)dA W > r 2 

<\\eM'-TMT2)\\+ I J ' e" ( ' -T >fWT|2'72 
II T2 II 1 

It is easy to verify that the first term is smaller than (Kp 

/\p)
[/2r, with the subscript P denoting the solution of Eq . (4) 

and r as given by Eq. (D.2), and the second term can be made 
smaller than any small positive number K since A is a stable 
matrix and ri2 can be made arbitrarily small by Lemma 2. 
Finally, we obtain 

\\x(t)\\<(\p/\p)
,/2r + K = rp 

Hence, x(t)£Brp for all t>T2. This concludes our proof. 
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